A Sapphic Convert [Lesbian romance and sex]

BLURB After a series of jobs that fall
through, top model, Kelsey Deveroux, is
about to be evicted. Out of desperation, she
considers making a lesbian porn film even
though shes straight. Experimenting with
fellow top model Cheryl Chablis, after a
day of hot, very enjoyable,naughty sex,
Kelsey is flummoxed to find out that
maybe shes not as straight as she thought.
Kelsey Deveroux is an established and
successful model. However, tight money
has created jobs going to indefinite hold
status. Her expenses still need to be met
since she is past the brink and totally
desperate. She discovers that she isnt
completely opposed to following a job
avenue including nudity and active
intimate interaction for lean lasses. She just
would like a bit more inside info. Cheryl
Chablis had previously faced Kelseys
crises and added some Gurls Luv Gurls
assignments to her portfolio. She is more
than delighted to fill Kelsey in on what to
expect with some very sexy, personal
tutoring. These gals, while discovering
they are rather compatible, certainly
proceed to send their sexual thermometers
to explosive levels. What a Sapphic
delight! An experienced cohort of our
desperate leading lady masterfully handles
her career crisis and the tutor and student
discover some amazing compatibilities,
which was really icing on the cake. I found
Sapphic Convert a truly hot and delightful
read. RAINBOW BOOK REVIEW Oh my
goodness. I got to follow a seemingly
straight gal right into Sapphic bliss! The
situation seemed plausible. The solution
was available. The introduction via a
fellow model was eventually sizzling,
blistering even, and brilliantly explicit
lesbian sex. Stay tuned and follow along
with the essential iced beverage at your
EXCERPT Hi Cheryl, my name is Kelsy
Deveroux. You dont know me but Her
pretty, cheerful, soprano voice warmed me.
Hi Kelsey, I know who you are, all right.
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You are one of Missys most glamorous
models. Ive long wanted to meet you. What
can I do for you? I was thinking of signing
a short term contract with Gurls Luv Gurls
and Missy told me you have done some
work for them. Need money huh? I
smiled. How did you Simple. Thats why I
did it. Why else would a classy girl like
you venture into the dark side of
entertainment? I frowned. Is that what it
is? The dark side? She snickered. To some
it is. Not to me. To me its the bright side.
The fun side, but Im an outgoing extrovert.
You seem to be shy. An introvert. Am I
wrong? I guess not, Im fairly reserved.
You must be desperate to think of doing
porn. I sighed. Yes, Im desperate. If I dont
come up with a load of money Ill soon be
homeless. Okay, sorry. I didnt mean to
pry. Am I wrong or are you straight. A
flash of heat coursed through me. Did I just
blush?; Yes, Im straight. Thought so.
Since youre straight why wouldnt you go
to one of the hundred or so straight porn
studios in the LA area who would give a
gorgeous woman like you a fabulous deal?
My mind compared the dirty degrading
aspects of straight porn with the almost
sister like, respectful character of lesbian
films. I dont know. It seems less dirty, less
degrading than straight porn. She laughed.
Sorry, but some women, a majority of
women probably, would say that sex
between two women is the dirtiest thing
they could think of. Thinking of some of
my up tight friends, I smiled. Yes, thats
probably true. But glamorous, straight-sex
lady Kelsey Deveroux, thinks sex between
women is not as dirty as what she normally
does. I snickered. On camera. Dont forget
the camera, thats important. She giggled.
You know what I think? What? That you
are not as straight as you think. That you
are not the solid one hundred percent
straight woman you think you are. I
fidgeted in my seat. You really think that?
Yes, its not all that unusual you know.
Most of us arent blacksolid ga
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